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ABSTRACT 

Smart-grids are advanced power systems that have capability to control the power loading by 

saving the purchasing cost of extra electricity and alleviating power losses. The communication 

between the micro station (MS) and Micro-grid (MGs) is a key issue in smart grid where its 

performance affected by transmission pricing and extra exchanged power pricing that considers an 

efficient role on the pricing stability of the smart micro-grids. Therefore, interchange mechanism is 

proposed in (MGs) to integration, fulfilment of all requirements and enhanced routing of 

communication in smart-grids. We study the power consumption and the load-price mapping for 

coalitions with lower repetition time and equal contribution to fulfil all requirements. This achieved 

by means of optimization problem that increment of total revenue, which based on the optimization 

tool function. We used Coalition Game Theoretical Formulation Strategy (CG-TFS) to meet the 

high-speed routing of smart grid requirements and additional profits (ie, payoff) resulting from 

coalitions will be distributed by their equal participation role" Equal Sharing Role "to find optimal 

coalitions using the Pareto Order for power Transmission. 

Keywords: Micro grids, Micro Station, (CG-TFS), Equal Sharing Role, Pareto Order.  

1. Introduction 

In recent years, power grids are experiencing a revolution-ray technological 

transformation. One significant characteristic is that electric appliances can receive real-

time power price via communication networks and optimize its power consumption level 

according to current power price. Then, the utilization of power efficiency is consequently 

improved, and the global energy consumption minimized for enhancing the emergency of 

energy resource. In smart grid, a key exception is the manner of the communication 

network to deal with transfer rate obviously, the data flow of power price cannot be 

flexible because it should be with real time; otherwise, it may meet a substantial loss if the 

expired power price is used. Therefore, the data transmission of the energy price must be 

equipped with the mechanism of exchange guarantee [1]. So we study detailed mechanism 

of power price, and how to enable MGs to cooperate with each other's and obtain an 

optimal cost including various kind of expenditures and achieve the maximum profits 

produced from forming coalitions between micro grids or users by their “Shapley value”, 
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Which provides provably-good performance algorithm needed for the enhance routing in 

smart grid [2]. First, we study power transaction model comprising a various of 

information, such as electricity generation of various energy resources, user demand, 

topological structure of MGs network and different kinds of disbursement.  In this paper, 

we study how to enable MGs cooperate with each other's to obtain an optimal cost 

including various kind of disbursement. This proposal based on Coalitional Game Theory. 

MGs first send their extra power and needs to MS. Subsequently, the MS performs merge-

and-split operations to decide an optimal formation structure in turn of MGs. After 

receiving formation direction from MS, then start power exchange with each other, which 

directly decrease their power transmission with MS. This inner power transfer will bring 

monetary benefit to MGs by saving cost of buying extra electricity and all improving 

power losses. In addition, power minimization approach across the entire smart grid and 

consider a fair payoff distribution for each member with the coalition by using Equal 

Sharing Role that reduce the repetition time to find optimal coalition. 

The remainder of paper organized as follows. The background and related works 

discussed in Section II. The system model is discussed in Section III. In Section IV, 

simulation result and conclusion are indicated with Section V. 

2. Background and related works 

Communications infrastructure is required to communicate different devices on the 

smart grid. Integrated communications infrastructure must be implemented with the most 

priority for building smart grid efficiently. To find possible tears of the grid system, with 

high reliability, scalability, security, powerful and effectively cost communications 

infrastructure which supports requirements is certainly needed [3-5]. A smart MG network 

design proposed to satisfy demands of each MG with an optimized buying price. 

Aforementioned works mainly interested by the optimization of one individual aspect (e.g. 

buying price or power loss), our paper aims to provide an exhaustive financial power 

transaction to optimize financial efficiency of all MGs and performance of network 

enhancement. In this regard, there are many factors that should be combined. For instance, 

transmission cost is often required in the real electricity market to control the transmission 

congestion [6]. All MGs are linked to the MS by common distribution lines, through which 

they can perform power transfer with MS and other MGs when there are power surplus or 

shortage. Because of   the higher expenses (e.g. buying price and power loss) of the power 

transfer among MGs and the MS, MGs are [7] expected to exchange complementary power 

with each other's Finally, the Coalition Game Theoretic Formulation Strategy for the MGs 

applied to multiple MGs scenarios and therefore enhances the flexibility and capability of 

MGs network and will distribute all extra profits that improve the system performance.  At 

present, coalition game theory applied to cooperation-based problems in smart grid, which 

shows a great performance in scalability and flexibility [1, 8-11]. Saad et al. [8] presented 

a novel cooperative strategy based on theory of coalitional game that MGs can form 

coalitions and coordinate power bargains within coalitions to minimize the power losses 

over distribution lines. Wei et al. [9] suggested a greedy coalition algorithm to reduce the 

power loss of MGs with the consideration of energy storage. While the aforesaid works 

mainly focus on the optimization of one individual mien (e.g. purchase cost or power loss), 

our paper aims to provide a cooperative power transaction model to optimize Frugality 

efficiency of the whole MGs network. In this regard, many factors should be combined and 

analyzed. As illustrate by example, transmission cost is often required in the real electricity 
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market to control the transmission restriction. Besides, the compensation cost (load 

shedding or load profit), accompanying with compensation costs, has shown to be an 

efficient method to overcoming the energy shortages of MGs. we can apply these factors to 

multiple MGs Schemes for improving the flexibility and capability of MGs network, so few 

of the existing works have combined these factors into their energy trading framework.  

3. System model 

In this section, we describe the way of power transaction among MGs and MS by 

Conventional Model. The corresponding system model is shown in Fig. 1 [14]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Conventional Model for multiple MGs network 

3.1. Conventional model 

The Conventional system is placed at three levels with their functionality, they are 

(Collections (users), Distribution Center (MGs) and Substation) respectively. The 

functionality of each one will describe below. Collections (users) are sets of lowest level of 

agents that are purely belonging to a single smart home or they can be embedded into smart 

meter. The overall responsibility of collections is to minimize the cost of electricity for a 

single smart home which is connected. To achieve these objective collections will predict the 

load of electricity one-hour prior use. It will also maintain a flexible and inflexible load 

record to estimate the elasticity of the expected load change. It will also calculate electricity 

cost to get required power (Q) from micro-grids. Some users combined together forming 

collection. According to proposed system model a fixed amount of smart homes are grouped 

to form collections that managed by Distribution Center (MGs) as shown in figure 1[14]. The 

main task of Distribution Center (MGs) is calculating the cost to get required power (Q) of 

smart home from its MGs if its amount of electricity demanded cannot be fulfilled, they sent 

Acknowledgement to distribution center and Substation or micro station (MS) by the 

required power with comparing the cost, to get the least one in cost and achieving its 

demanded. The third and supervisory group of MGs is called Substation that deals directly 

with main power grid. Substation will calculate expenditure of required power (Q) to get 

from main power grid if it cannot be fulfilled from both micro grids and Collections (users), 

finally the flowchart that describe the conventional system as per indicated Fig. 2. 
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In conventional model, MGS works individually and only performs energy trading towards 

a macro station (MS), which is the primary substation connected to utility grid, so this system 

consider non-cooperative model, where each MG only exchange power with the MS.  

Because in non-cooperative case each MG can be regarded as a coalition, the payoff of MG 

is equal to that of coalition. Thus, we able to define the non-cooperative payoff (utility) of each 

MGi as the total power loss because the power transfer besides exchanging power with the MS, 

the MGs can exchange power with others. Because power loss during transmission among the 

neighbouring MGs are always less than that between the MS and a MG, the MGs can form 

cooperative groups, referred to coalitions throughout this paper, to exchange power with others, 

to minimize the power loss in the main smart grid and maximize their payoffs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Conventional Model Flow Chart 

Most important factors that can be used for improving the performance of MGs, is how to 

achieve Maximum payoff between MGs and Users due to coalitions. When MG’s electricity 

generation is insufficient or excessive, it needs to export extra power to or import additional 

power from MS. With advent of MGs, MGs can form networks and exchange information 

with each other's. it is possible for MGs to autonomously perform energy management and 

make decisions on cooperative transaction. In this context, there has been rising trend to 

study the cooperative mode of MGs. MS, which works as a typical wholesaler in the power 

market [1], takes in charge for group of MGs and performs central control of the coordination 

of MGs. Utility grid usually has different sell rate and buy rate [2] when trading with MS. For 

instance, when MGs have power sell and transfer to MS, utility grid will sell the extra 

electricity from MS at the rate SRate. On other hand, when MGs meet with power shortage, 

MS will sell electricity to MGs with the rate BRate, which is the buy rate of utility grid. In 

most cases, BRate > SRate which ensures the profit of the utility grid. There exist drawbacks in 
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the conventional mode that it will increase cost of MGs as keep MS with a high level of 

power load. Furthermore, MGs are usually located near to groups of end users (EUs) in 

different areas. The distributive deployment will give rise to a long distance between MGs 

and MS, which makes power losses more noticeable and large. Therefore, the MGs have an 

incentive to work in a cooperative way to decrease the unnecessary power transmission 

between MG and MS. To improve economic efficiency of the cooperative mode, there is a 

need to study the power transaction Model comprising several of information, such as 

electricity generation of various energy resources, user demand, topological structure of MGs 

network and different kinds of expenses. As different cooperative pairs of MGs lead to 

different costs, so we indicate how to determine criteria required for making the remains of 

MGs to collaborate to each other's to improve their efficiency. 

3.2. Cooperative coalition model 

According to Fig.3, Each MG can perform sole energy management. Each MG can 

perform information exchange with other MGs and the MS through the communication 

network. Besides, the MG can receive formation instruction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Cooperative Model for multiple MGs network with Coalitions 

Other MGs. Taking {MG1, MG2, MG3} as example, each one of these three MGs can 

send their information (e.g. extra power or demand, location) to the MS.  Conversely, there 

they can receive coalition formation information from the MS, while MG2 has additional 

power to sell and MG1 and MG3 require power that available at MG2.Subsequently, MGs 

receive the coalition formation instruction and the agents start to establish power transfer 

connection. Finally, local transfer starts and MG2 sells excessive electricity to MG1 and 

MG3 by forming a coalition. Let N denotes the set of all MGs. Assume that one day divided 

into 24 periods, each representing 1 h. In each period, the power generation of MGi is Gi 

and the total demand of its EUs is Di, wher Gi and Di are both active powers. We noted that 

reactive power for loads is assumed sufficient during all periods in our model as Fig.3 

depicts. Taking MG and its users as a whole, the real quantity  

 reqi = Gi−Di defined as the total extra or required (demand) of MGi. Additionally, θmax is 

supposed to be maximum capacity percentage of the allowable loads that can be cut off. 

Therefore, the real function is reqi = Gi− (1−θmax)Di when considering load profit. For each 

MGi, reqi> 0 means that it generates excessive electricity and can sell it to others; reqi < 0 

implies that its demand cannot be satisfied and wants to buy electricity from others; reqi = 0 
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represents that its production balances its demand. The MGs with reqi > 0 constitute the set 

of sellers Ss while the MGs with reqi < 0   forming the set of buyers Sb. According to [12], the 

generation Gi and demand Di are usually considered as random numbers. To achieve a more 

cost-efficient power transaction, the MGs are willing to directly trading energies between 

sellers and buyers when it gains benefits than trading with the MS. 

Our Model considers several of expenditures. For each MGi, Cg represents the 

electricity generation cost, which depends on 

𝑄 = {

𝑄𝑏𝑢𝑦 = 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑖 > 0

𝑄𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑙  = 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑖 < 0
  0     = 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑖 = 0

}                                                                                                               (1) 

The dominant renewable source type. For simplicity, Cg is assumed to be same for all MGs. 

Cb is the Buying rate for MGs to buy electricity from the MS. It fluctuates with various periods 

of time and it will be higher in peak time. Cl is the transmission cost per unit distance. As 

mentioned before, the MGs are supposed to transfer energy on the common distribution line. 

Intuitively, the longer the power line between two trading MGs is, the more influence (e.g. the 

risk of congestion) they will bring to distribution network. Naturally, the transmission cost is 

assumed to be with respect to distance. C
com

l denotes the communication cost per unit distance. 

MGs exchange information through the communication network that requires certain 

expenditure. Similar to transmission cost, the communication cost considered as a function of 

connection distance. Sshed denotes the compensation cost paid to the cut off loads after perform 

load shedding. In real case, Sshed will be different according to necessity of the interruptible 

loads. In [1, 8], Coalitional Game Theory applied in smart grids to minimise power losses by 

forming cooperative groups. Basically, a coalitional game defined as a three tuple (N, n, φ) 

[13], where N= {1, 2, …, N} is sets of players, n :2
N
 → R is utility function corresponding for 

each coalition S ⊆ N that defines the overall payoff achieved by S and φ is a vector which 

represents the obtained payoffs of each member. In this paper, each MG is taken as a player, 

which finds other MGs for forming a coalition to achieve economic savings for itself and the 

whole coalition. Each coalition divided into two subsets: the sellers’ set Ss and the buyers’ set 

Sb. In each coalition, the ‘seller’ MG will directly trade electricity with ‘buyer’ MG. After the 

local power transfer is done, the coalition will perform transaction with MS if there is still extra 

power or demand. Obviously, it should be at least one seller and one buyer in any coalition S. 

As basis of analysing cooperative behaviours of the players, the payoff function is first defined 

here. In this problem, our aim is to minimise the total power transaction cost of MGs. For each 

coalition S, the overall cost in a given time period t, consist of four parts: 

 The power buying rate for each ‘buyer’ MG to buy electricity from other MGs or the MS. 

 The cost spent on power losses rate value. 

 The communication rate value for each MG to exchange information with other MGs. 

 The compensation rate for the load shedding or load profit. 

In our model, the "seller" teams are supposed for selling electricity to others at a cost of 

generating cost. We noted MGs 'seller' have a profit from reducing the total charge distribution. 

As a result, the profit of selling is not considered here. Hence, the overall payoff 

function of a coalition S as 
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𝑢(𝑆 . Ω) = −(∑ 𝑉 𝑖
𝐷

𝑖∈𝑆𝑏 + ∑ 𝑉 𝑖
𝐿

𝑖∈𝑆 + ∑ 𝑉 𝑖
𝐶 + ∑ 𝑉 𝑖

𝑆 )  𝑖∈𝑆  𝑖∈𝑆                                      (2)                                                                                          

Where Ω is the joining order of the buyers in the coalition S. Besides, the minus here is to 

convert the minimisation into the maximisation problem. For each buyer MGi, Vi
D
 represents 

+cost of buying electricity from MGs and MS. When buying from any other MGj , the cost Cij 

comprises two parts: the generation cost Cg and the transmission cost Cl, which can be denoted as 

𝐶𝑖𝑗  =  𝐶𝑔  + 𝑙𝑖𝑗   𝐶1                                                                                                               (3)                                                                                                                                                                

this problem used to determine the maximum overall payoff of a coalition. Note that, 

the overall payoff based on the power transaction between MGs and MS. by other words, 

the matching pairs of seller MGs and buyer MGs be difference in the total payoff. 

According to (3), the sell rate (sell cost) Cij within each two MGs is comprised of 

generation cost Cg and transmission cost Cl. In our Model, we assume the buy rate (buy 

cost) Cb is much larger than the generation cost Cg. Moreover, the transmission cost is 

assumed to be proportionate with the distance between MGs. For those MGs which are 

close to each other, the transmission cost Cl is relatively small. Therefore, if those MGs 

near each other's form coalitions and perform local power transfer within the coalition, the 

total buying rate tends to be lower than buying from MS. 

𝑉 𝑖
𝐷 =    ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑗 𝑃𝑖𝑗𝑗∈𝑆𝑠 +   𝐶𝑏 𝑃𝑖𝑜                                                                                                 (4)                                                                                                                  

Here Pij is the power transmitted between these two MGs and Pio is the power transaction 

with MGi and MS if there remains power extra or required in MGi. Before we design the 

payoff function of coalition, let us see some parameters. In this case, each MG exchanges 

power with the MS. In general, the medium voltage of power transfer between MG and MS is 

U0. Any power transfer between MG and MS is accompanied with power loss. In process of 

power transfer, we only consider two kinds of power loss, namely (i) the power loss over the 

distribution lines inside the network, and (ii) the power loss due to other factors in the MS such 

as voltage conversion, dust, and so forth.  we able to defined the power loss Vio
L
 as follows. 

  𝑉 𝑖𝑜
𝐿  = ( 

𝑅𝑖𝑜   𝑃𝑖𝑜
2

 𝑈𝑜
2⁄   )  + 𝛼 𝑃𝑖𝑜                                                                                 (5)                                                                                                                  

Where Rio is the distribution line resistance between MS and MGi, and α is a fraction of 

power loss caused by other factors. For simplicity, α is considered as a constant.  

In a formed coalition, there many MGs, which are to exchange power with others or even with 

the MS. Let a “seller” and a “buyer” be denoted by MGi ∈ Ss and MGj ∈ Sb, respectively. If MGi 

and MGj want to exchange power, power loss function  Vij
L
  can be expressed as follows.  

V ij
L  =  

Rij Pij
2

 U1
2⁄                                                                                                            (6)                                                                                                                                                     

Where Rij is the resistance of the distribution line between MGi and MGj. U1 denotes the 

transfer voltage between MGi and MGj and it is lower than U0 . Because there is no voltage 

conversion between two MGs, when power is transmitting among MGs, we only calculate 

the transfer power loss among MGs. by other words, eq. (6) is a special case of eq. (5), 

when α =0. After the local power transfer. To minimise the sell cost, MGs with closest 

distance predicted to form pairs to transfer power. Similarly, from (7) 
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𝑉 𝑖
𝐿 =    ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑗 𝑉 𝑖𝑗

𝐿
𝑗∈𝑆 +   𝐶𝑏 𝑉 𝑖𝑜

𝐿                                                                                        (7)                                                                                                                  

Is the communication cost for MGi to exchange information with other MGs with same 

coalition via the communication network. As the communication cost per unit distance is   

represented as   C 
com

 l, Vi
C
 is calculated as in (8). 

𝑉 𝑖
𝐶 =    ∑ 𝐿𝑖𝑗 𝐶 1

𝑐𝑜𝑚
𝑗∈𝑆{𝑖}                                                                                                              (8)                                                                                                                  

 

The compensation cost or load profit is determined by the demand of each MGi is the 

expenditure for MGi to compensate for the loads that are cut off. As the total capacity of 

interruptible loads is θmaxDi, Vi
S
 can be denoted 

 𝑉 𝑖
𝑆 =   𝐶𝑖𝑗𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐷𝑖                                                                                                            (9)                                                                                                                  

For a coalition S, assume that its buyer subset Sb, has k buyers and the buyers join the 

coalition in the order Ω∈ΩS, which can be denoted as Sb= {b1, …, bk}. Each buyer bi is 

considered sequentially with the given order. For each bi, the sellers Sj ∈ Ss are sorted with 

their distance with bi then buyer bi tries to buy from the first Sj in Ss If the residual power 

surplus of Sj can satisfy the need of bi including the power losses as eq. (10) 

 Psj ≥ -Qsj + 
Rij (-Qsj)

2

U0
2                                                                                                      (10)                                                                      

Then the buyer bi does not require further transaction and the next buyer starts acting. 

Otherwise, bi buys all the possible power sj can provide, and then requires power transaction 

with the next closest seller sj+1. The process is repeated until all buyers in Sb have no power 

demand, or none of the sellers in Ss have energy to trade. Then, the coalition S will transmit 

power with MS if there remains power surplus or demand. By performing this matching 

process, the maximum utility function satisfying (11) of coalition S obtained. 

 

  𝑼(𝑆) = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝛺∈𝛺𝑠  𝑢(𝑆. Ω)                                                                                                 (11)                                 

This represents the maximum total utility produced by any S ⊆ N. This represents that 

the minimum power loss over the distribution lines. Therefore, comparing with the non-

cooperative case, total summation of utilities of MGs in considered coalitions increase. 

That is to say, the MGs produce the extra profits through forming the coalition. Upon 

completion of coalition formation, the MGs belonging with same coalition face the 

problem of how to distribute all extra profits appropriately in the coalition. If the allocation 

of profits is not appropriate, the coalition will be split into parts. Thus, we need an 

appropriate allocation for the profits. For this purpose, we choose the “Equal sharing” role 

concept from cooperative game theory [14]. In each the cooperative game a unique sets 

distribution (between players) of the total product surplus by coalition of all the players. 

When a MG joins in a coalition, it will bring income for coalition. However, different 

order that MGs joined with coalition means different income.  As we know traditionally, 

Shapley value [15] would be employed, but computing Shapley value requires iterating 

over every partition of a coalition, an exponential time endeavor. Another rule for payoff 

division is equal sharing of the profit among members. Equal sharing provides a tractable 

way for determine the shares and successfully used as an allocation rule in other systems 

where tractability is critical (e.g., [15]). For this reason, we adopt here the equal sharing of 

the profit as the payoff division rule  
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   𝜑
𝑖 (𝑈)  = 

𝑈(𝑆)

|𝑆|
                                      

                                                                                        (12)  

The formula interpreted as follows. Assuming that the coalition consists of one player at a 

time, each player asks for his contribution as an appropriate compensation, then mediates 

more than the various potential differences that can form a coalition. The function U of MG 

is given. Hence, the “Equal sharing” value can be calculated. Furthermore, since the payoffs 

depend on MGs’ order in the coalition, payoffs are likely to be different in different orders. 

In fact, the contribution of a player to the coalition depends on the order. Therefore, the 

fraction in eq. (12) attempts to calculate the average of payoffs in all conditions, and this 

average is the contribution of the player to the coalition [16]. A solution concept for 

coalitional games as a payoff vector which allocated each payoff among the players in fair 

manner. The primary concern for any coalition game is the stability. One of concepts 

solution concepts used to assess the stability of coalitions is the core. To maximize eq. (11), 

a strategy will be designed that can find the coalition having the MGs have certain minimum 

power loss with the coalition and the MS, or obtain maximum profit from forming the 

coalition. for achieving this target, MGs calculate the value of Difference of Power loss per 

unit Power (DPUP) between within coalition and out of the coalition. Obviously, the greater 

difference will bring greater payoff for coalition. If MGi wants to form coalition with MGj 

and the quantity of transfer is Q, the function of DPUP between them is as follow. 

   DPUP(i.j) =  
V io

L  Qij+  V jo
L  Qij  +  V ij

L   Qij 

Qij
                                                                          (13) 

Where  Vio
L
 ,  Vlo

L
  and  Vij

L
  are given by eqs. (5) and (6). In other words, the function 

of DPUP is the marginal value of a MG for coalition. For maximizing the profit of 

coalition, MGs will find the partners are able to maximize the eq. (11). From eq. (12), we 

see that if two MGs have equal contributions to the coalition, their corresponding Shapley 

values are the same, although their individual values are different. Furthermore, the value 

depends on the order of MG in the coalition. When the result appears to be unfair; 

however, it indicates the practical contribution of players to the coalition. Therefore, MGs 

with same coalition distribute the extra payoff, based on eq. (12). Based on an envisioned 

strategy for objective selection and concept of Shapely value for extra profit distribution in 

a coalition, we suggest an algorithm to formulate distributed coalitions of MGs in 

remainder of this section. First, we introduce an important definition from. 

Consider two disjoint coalitions A={A1, ..., Ai} and B={B1, ...,Bj} which are formed out 

of the same players. For one coalition A={A1, ..., Ai}, the payoff of player k in coalition Ak 

∈ A is Φk (A)= Φk (Ak) where Φk(Ak)  is given by (11) for coalition Ak. Coalition A is 

preferred over B by Pareto order   

                  𝐴 ⊳ 𝐵 ⇔ 𝛷𝑗(𝐴) ≥  𝛷𝑗(𝐵).     ∀ 𝑗 ∈ 𝐴. 𝐵 

    And       𝛷𝑘(𝐴) >  𝛷𝑘(𝐵).     ∃ 𝑘 ∈ 𝐴. 𝐵                                                                  (14) 

With at least one severe inequality (>) for a player k. Pareto's order means that a group of 

players would prefer to join A rather than B, if at least one player can improve his profit. when 

the structure has been changed from B to A without cutting down the payoffs of any others. 

When forming the optimal coalition structure, each MG prefers to attend in the 

coalition, which will bring most profits to it, while not the total coalition value. At the end, 

the comparison relation [17, 18] that is called ‘Pareto order’ based on an individual payoff 
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is introduced. Consider two as (14) shows, coalition A is a preferred structure than B if at 

least one player able to gain a better payoff without reducing other players’ payoffs. On 

basis of the individual comparison relation, we suggest an algorithm by the MS in a 

centralized way involving two rules:  

Join and separate or (Merge and Split). 

Merge: Merge any sets of coalitions {S1, ..., Sl} where  

{∪L
i=1 Si} ▷ {S1, ..., Sl}, hence, {S1, ..., Sl}→{∪L

i=1 Si} 

Split: Split any coalition {∪L
i=1 Si} where 

 {{S1, ..., S l} ▷ {∪L
i=1 Si} hence, {∪L

i=1 Si} →{S1, ..., Sl}. 

From the definitions of merge and split, we find that some MGs and some MGs coalitions 

will have joined with a new coalition or merge with a grand coalition, respectively, at least 

one of them can improve its payoff and do not cut down the payoffs of any other MGs and 

coalitions, respectively. On other hand, a big coalition will be split into some small coalitions 

(or even disappear) if the MGs find that they can leave the coalition or merge with other 

coalition, so as to get more payoffs than that in the current coalition. Hence, a merge or split 

decision by Pareto order will ensure that all the involved MGs agree on it. Applying the 

merge and split rules, coalitions will change their structure and yield better individual 

payoffs of each MG, thus improving the whole profits. In [1, 17-18], the convergence of the 

merge-and-split operation has been proved. The detail as in Fig. 4. we noted that merge and 

split are rules for determining the other stages: request exchange, Merge-and-split and 

cooperative transaction. Figs 4 show the flow chart of the total system. 

4. Simulation result 

In this section, simulations experiments are performed to validate our proposed model. 

For the simulation, a distribution network of an area 100 × 100 km2 is set up. As Fig. 3 

shows, MS is located at the centre of upper border and the MGs are deployed randomly in 

the network. Under the MS lies a common distribution power line, to which all MGs are 

connected in a radial pattern. In fact, our cooperative model applied to any other 

topological structures. Similarly, as [19], the power generation Gi and demand Di of  

MGi are assumed Gauss random variables distributed from 1 to 2.5 MW. Therefore, the 

power surplus or need reqi of MGi is a random variable distributed from −1.5 to 1.5 MW. 

we noted that our economic power transaction applied in real cases by changing the 

proportion of MGs with power surplus or power deficient in the distribution network. 

The resistance on the distribution line of the network is set as R =0.2 Ω/km with power 

transfer fraction of MS as α = 0.02 [18]. The medium voltage of the distribution line is set 

to U0 =33/11kV [20]. The ampacity of the distribution network is assumed as 150 A, which 

is typical value in distribution network. retail price for the MS and the generation cost of 

MGs are derived from the prices in California in 2018 [20]: Cb = 30 cents/kW and Cg =10 

cents/kW, respectively. Here, we not consider different generation price Cg for each MG 

with different energy mix to simplify the numerical simulation. The transmission cost is set 

to 0.03 cents/kW km. The communication cost per unit distance is set to 0.3 cents/km. 

Compensation price for load shedding is set to 2.5 cents/kW and the maximum capacity 
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percentage of the interruptible loads θmax is set to 10%. The simulation results are average 

values obtained after ten runs of the experiment with random deployment of the MGs. 

With increasing number of MGs, the reduction rate also increases, as more MGs in 

distribution network implies a higher possibility to find MGs which have complementary 

surplus or demand and require lower purchase costs. Moreover, the cooperative model 

considering load shedding achieved lower total expenditure compared with the case not 

performing load interrupting when compensation cost is relatively low. In essence, 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Cooperative Model for multiple MGs network with Coalitions Flow chart 

An interruptible load reduces the power need of MGs and hence decreases the power 

transaction between MGs and the MS. 

Fig. 5 depicts the normalized total expenditure for all MGs managing their power surplus 

or need. Three models are considered here: non-cooperative model, proposed cooperative 

and cooperative without load shedding for a total number of MGs varying from 10 to 50. As 

indicated in the figure, our cooperative achieved a asignificant cost reduction compared with 

non-cooperative Model and the cooperative without considering load shedding. The resulting 

cost reduction is ascribed to the direct trading within MGs, which requires less cost than the 

power transaction with MS. Furthermore, the losses of power are decreased by cooperative 

transaction since the distance within MGs are usually smaller than with MS. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of non-cooperative and cooperative models 

Fig. 6 indicates how the transmission cost affects the cost reduction rate in the case 

when N = 10 and 50. With a higher transmission cost, the reduction rate decreases sharply 

and becomes near 0. When the transmission cost gets higher, the expenditure for MGs to 

perform local transfer increases. This result indicates the significance of the pricing model 

of the utility grid. Introduced to facilitate direct trading within MG because it can 

effectively increase the utilization of the generated renewable energy and reduce the 

energy request from MS, which definitely decreases the generation of traditional plants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.  Reduction rate of cost versus transmission cost 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.  Reduction rate of cost versus retail price 
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Fig. 7 shows the relation between versus retail price of the utility grid and the cost 

reduction rate when the number of MGs is increased, it is shown that when the retail price 

is higher, the cost reduction rate becomes larger. Considering the price fluctuation during a 

whole day, since the electricity price of peak periods is larger than the peak-off periods, the 

MGs are more willing to form coalition to perform direct trading and thus gain more 

monetary profit in the peak periods than peak-off periods. 

This after applied to the network shown in Fig. 6 Here, each MG will choose to trade with 

those MGs that have lower transmission costs subsequently while not considering other costs 

such as power loss cost and communication cost. our model can take a whole view of all MGs 

and obtain a more reasonable structure coalition, which makes each MG lower its cost. Table1. 

shows. The first column shows the id for each MG and the second column shows the 

deployment position of each MG. Columns 3, 4 and 5 show the total generation, total demand 

and power surplus or shortage of each MG, respectively. As it shows, we not assuming 

identical MGs at equal distances. each MG distance from MS and its position is determined 

randomly based on Gauss distribution, within a square of 100 × 100 km
2
. The power surplus 

and shortage of each MG are considered Gauss random variables distributed from −2 to 2 MW. 

Fig. 8 gives the deployment of each MGs and MS based on data with Table 1.  

Finally, the comparison results between our Cooperative and Non Cooperative Models 

to optimal payoff, when Applying merge and split rules, coalitions will change their 

structure and yield better individual payoffs of each MG, thus improving the whole profits. 

Fig. 9 Show a comparison for two different methods, Equal Sharing Role and 

traditional method Shapley value for an appropriate allocation for the profits distribution, 

we noted that Equal Sharing Role is preferred to traditional method Shapley value due to 

decreasing the exponential time for iterating over every partition of a coalition specially 

when number of tasks increasing (no. of coalition)  so the time factor to identify the best 

coalition required for power exchange, is more critical with smart grid network          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Diffusion of MGs and MS (N = 10) 
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                  Table 1.  

                  Parameters of MGs in numerical experiments 

MG 

ID 

Deployment 

Position 

(dx,dy)km 

Total 

Generation 

MW 

Total 

Demand 

MW 

Surplus/ 

Shortage 

MW 

1 (0.6,0.09) 1.815 2.420 -0.605 

2 (0.3,0.0.54) 2.054 1.780 0.273 

3 (0.87,0.07) 2.435 2.431 0.004 

4 (0.86,0.1) 1.667 1.110 0.556 

5 (0.54,0.58) 1.128 1.311 -0.182 

6 (0.02,0.8.1) 1.086 2.163 -1.077 

7 (0.19,0.69) 1.944 2.371 -0.427 

8 (0.87,0.16) 2.194 2.174 0.020 

9 (0.65,0.63) 2.037 1.443 0.593 

10 (0.73,0.65) 1.518 1.228 0.290 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Shapely Value and Equal Sharing Comparison 

5. Conclusion 

With this work, we suggest to how to obtain the best model for economic power 

coefficients in the MG network. It proposes a central algorithm mainly based on coalitional 

game theory that enable MGs to exchange the power between each other by forming coalitions, 

where they can perform direct energy trading satisfying their power surplus and demand. Since 

dealing directly with MGs avoids paying price differentials in the wholesaler, it requires a 

lower cost of trading with MS. In addition, MGs with short distances prefer to forming a 

coalition and thus reduce energy losses and other costs. Equal sharing role consider a tractable 

way, which is the easiest and fastest way to identify amount of participation any for coalition 

and was used successfully as a rule of allocation in other systems where traceability is very 

crucial to find the optimal alliance by distribute the profit with suitable manner. 

Simulation results show the effectiveness of cooperative model over the non-

cooperative model, with significantly expenditure. Moreover, comparison results 

substantiate that compensation load improves the cost reduction rate.  In future work, it 

will be interesting to study other successful roles of trading with more cooperative 

transaction and we want to incorporate the trust relationships among the MGs network. 
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 توزيع الربح في شبكة الصغرى

 :العربىالملخص 

تعتبرالشبكات الذكية من أنظمة الطاقة المتطورة التي لديها القدرة على التحكم في تحميل الطاقة عن  

 طريق توفير تكلفة شراء الكهرباء اإلضافية وتخفيف خسائر الطاقة. ويعتبر اإلتصال بين المحطات الصغيرة

 Micro grids (MGs)   ( والمحطات الرئيسيةMS )  الشبكات الذكية حيث يتأثر أداءها مشكلة رئيسية في

 بتكلفة اإلرسال وتكلفة الطاقة المتبادلة التي تمثل دوًرا فعاالً في إستقرار األسعار للشبكات  الذكية الصغيرة .

( للتكامل ، وتحقيق جميع المتطلبات الخاصة MGs    ((لذلك ، نقترح آلية التبادل في المحطات الصغيرة 

وجيه اإلتصاالت في الشبكات الذكية ( من خالل  دراسة إستهالك الطاقة ورسم بالشبكة وأيضا لتعزيز ت

خرائط األسعار للتحالفات ذات الوقت األقل في التكرار وكذلك المساهمة المتساوية لتلبية جميع المتطلبات و 

اللعبة لتكوين لزيادة  إجمالي اإليرادات )العائد من الربح( ، عن طريق وسائل التحسين ومنها  استراتيجية  

 A Game Theoretic Coalition Formulation Strategy (GT-CFS) اتاإلئتالف

والتي تستخدم لسرعة التوجيه العالية ولتلبية متطلبات الشبكة الذكية ، وسيتم توزيع األرباح اإلضافية )أي 

" وللحصول على  Equal Sharing Roleاإليرادات( الناتجة عن اإلئتالفات عن طريق  المشاركة المتساوية  " 

 .Pareto Orderالتحالفات المثلى لنقل الطاقة بإستخدم 

 


